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With the second week of the NFL concluding last night with a 24–10 victory for the Lions over the

Giants, I decided to take a look at ESPN fantasy point projection accuracy thus far. ESPN is one of

the leading hosts for fantasy football leagues around the country with millions of people trusting

their projections to decide which players they should start. After comparing the starting point

projections for each week against the actual number of points the player earned, it looks like ESPN

has to step up their game.

Having an average error percentage of 98.54%, ESPN projections for defense thus far staggers

above any other position. Week 1 especially was awful with an error percentage of 108%! It’s almost

as if they are spitting out projected numbers at random! According to FiveThirtyEight, week 1 had

the fewest amount of “close” games in NFL history with only 3 games decided by 7 points or fewer,

so it makes sense as to why defensive points were so scattered all over the place. To hurt ESPN’s

credibility to predict defensive performances further, week 2 was nearly just as bad with an error

percentage of 89%. Perhaps, the NFL is trending towards becoming a lopsided league like the MLB.

Another interesting statistic to look at besides error percentage is ESPN’s point differential

between actual and projected points.

Across every position besides a kicker, the point differential hovers around 5 points. For some high

scoring positions like a quarter back, and some good running backs, 5 points does not have much

of a difference. But, compared to lower scoring positions like defense and tight end, 5 points is

precious.

Week 2 projection accuracy in both error percentage and point differential was better as the

number of blowout games decreased. Fantasy football fans can only hope the accuracy improves

each week.

While there are still 15 weeks left in the season, ESPN projections for defense and a tight end seem

to be random guesses as to how they will perform. Surprisingly, quarterback and kicker projections

seem to be a fantasy player’s best bet when deciding between who to start. So, for the average Joe

fantasy player who only puts in players with a projected high amount of points, you may want to

start to think twice and do some personal research!

Data was scraped from ESPN Fantasy Football

Fantasy Points are based off the PPR Standard Scoring
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